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Raise your hand if you like to know the ending of the movie before the movie begins. Yep, that's me. I feel like I can

relax a little bit more through the movie if I can just rest assured knowing all the main characters are happy,

healthy, and thriving. Anyone feel like they would like that assurance now, like in real life as well? I would be such a

more relaxed parent if I knew that my kids will all grow up to be happy, healthy, and thriving individuals. Seriously

though, their day-to-day happenings, bickering with each other, anxieties, lack of ability to pick up a dish around

themselves, etc. would all stress me out on such a different level if I knew their "ending" was a kind, respectful,

society contributing individual who wouldn't be "that roommate" or signficant other who was a slob. Or maybe, like

me, you're finding yourself feeling anxious in the middle of your OWN story and would like just a small preview of

the ending. Not like the last day of life ending...that could be depressing...but you know, the 70 year-old version of

yourself. Just a glimpse that everything is going to be OKAY...or even better, everything is going to be GREAT. The

middle, I'm learning, is HARD. Like being the middle child (that's what the middle children in the world tell me).

The reality though is that the moment I am in RIGHT NOW was once an unimaginable place, and I'm OKAY..I'm

better than OKAY. I was listening to a podcast the other day and the speaker was analogizing life to a trapeze show.

She said, "day to day you're just holding on to the rings for dear life. Yet, people go and watch trapeze artists to see

what happens in the middle, when they let go of the rings, because that's where the magic happens." What rings

are you holding onto because the fear of the unknown is greater than the safety of the known? I can promise you

that 'Jenny Brock Realty' was born because I was able to let go of a ring and I couldn't be happier I did. Dance in

the unknown & let go of your rings that aren't bringing you joy, my friends - there's a lot of growth to happen in the

middle & the 70 year-old you will thank you.                                                                Hugs and High Fives,                           

The Best-Selling Newsletter in Richmond since March 2021
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EXCELSIOR AIR

Air Conditioning Service & Maintenance
Air Conditioning Repairs
Air Conditioning Installation

I founded Excelsior Air in 2003 while working full-time as a commercial heating and air service technician. In the
early years, I performed mostly residential service repairs and replacements. Over the years, I recognized steady
customer growth. This eventually gave me the confidence to become self-employed full-time in 2010.
 
I am passionate about superior heating and air system design, efficiency and operability; Excelsior Air’s top
priority is your comfort. It is our mission to foster an environment in which our employees enjoy coming to work
and take pride in the services they provide. Though this requires additional investment, we believe it results in
greater productivity and customer satisfaction.

When choosing the right HVAC contractor, it’s important to consider the whole HVAC team. We are fortunate to
have very knowledgeable and skilled team members. Our dedication to technical expertise in system operation
and design often allows us to find repair solutions when others have claimed system replacement is the only
option. We rely heavily on word-of- mouth referrals, so our goal is to treat every customer as we would a close
friend. If you are looking for a dedicated team of professionals to help with your heating and air system needs,
we would be honored to work with you. If you need to repair or replace your HVAC system, call today and talk to
one of our HVAC specialists, and they’ll answer your questions and arrange an appointment at your convenience.

 
Our dedication to technical expertise in system operation and design often allows us to find repair solutions
when others have claimed system replacement is the only option. We rely heavily on word-of- mouth referrals, so
our goal is to treat every customer as we would a close friend. If you are looking for a dedicated team of
professionals to help with your heating and air system needs, we would be honored to work with you.
 

By Jesse Nuschke, Founder of Excelsior Air
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Heating Service & Maintenance
Heating Repairs
Heating Installation
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As the owner of a large staging company, I am often invited by two different families to stage houses within

the same neighborhood often at around the same time! It recently happened to me in this city of Richmond.

One family recognized that their project would be much better served by vacating the property, repainting

and neutralizing some walls and leaving the rest to staging company stage a few key rooms for the buyers.

They started the project early enough in their timeline to allow for them to vacate the home, bring in painting

and handyman contractors and cleaning….then Staging and Photography . The Property went into coming

soon status and hit the market completely ready for presentation. They truly understood that their home was

a product that they needed to sell and they refrain from interference in that process.

Another nearby family contacted us for staging worried that they needed to hurry they didn’t want to miss

the sellers market - and they barely attempted the declutter list provided by our consultant and only

allowed the staging team to stage a few pieces of art, would not change any paint colors that were very

personal to their house and didn’t accept any advice about repurposing rooms. They lived in the home -

stayed in it except to leave for showings and felt very emotional about it and really rebuked any changes

suggested.

The homes had similar floor plans and square footage. The result? The first home sold in the opening

weekend with four offers. 80,000 over ask. The sellers put in the effort to prepare and we’re rewarded for it.

The second home? After 60 days it was withdrawn from the market, and they are now moving out, painting

suggested rooms and want a vacant staging plan. Trust the process! It pays!!

DEC·O·RATE
by Tammy Wilkerson with Designed 2 Sell 
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Check and clean dryer vent, other exhaust ventsto exterior of

home

Clean garage

Clean out window wells of debris

Clean kitchen sink disposal

Clean range hood filters

Inspect your fire extinguisher(s)

Vacuum your refrigerator coils

Inspect and possibly change out HVAC filters

Depending on how well you maintain it, our main task this month

may be a simple tidying up of sorts — or a project to dread. We’re

talking about cleaning the garage. If you have a cluttered garage,

consider investing in storage solutions that will maximize your

space and tidy up the area. Given that garages can be a space full of

bugs, you may also want to take a vacuum cleaner to those dusty

cobweb bed areas and spray your baseboards with an insecticide. 

Here’s your full August checklist:

HOME IMPROVEMENT

If this picture of my son on vacation this summer doesn't
encourage you to follow these home improvement tips for
August, I don't know what will!

by Tim the Toolman Taylor - also known as Scott Wharton, House Masters
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If you’ve ever financed a home purchase then you’ve very likely noticed the near constant amount of

solicitations that homeowner’s receive regarding refinances. Even in our current higher interest rate

market it’s likely that you’re still hearing from all sorts of financing institutions wanting to let you know

why they think it’s a great time for you to refinance your home. Most folks I talk to though are unfamiliar

with what recasting a loan is and why it could benefit them. Let’s review the differences.

When you refinance your loan, you are paying off your current mortgage servicer and starting a

completely new mortgage loan. The interest rate and repayment period are both reset and you will set up

your new mortgage payment with the new loan servicer. Though refinances are not as expensive as

purchase transactions, they still tend to be costly, running a few thousand dollars or more depending

how your home’s value.

By contrast, recasting your current mortgage will not change your interest rate or provide you with a new

loan. A mortgage recast is when a lender recalculates the monthly payments on your current loan based

on an updated outstanding balance and remaining term. This means that should you decide to make a

lump sum payment to your current mortgage provider, you can then recast the loan and have a lower

payment for your future mortgage payments. Recasts are cheap by comparison and will typically only run

a few hundred dollars depending on the institution. Note that most providers will have a minimum

threshold or ‘curtailment’ requirement to be eligible for a recast so be sure to check with your provider to

see if the lump sum payment you’re considering would allow for a recast.

Both refinancing and recasting options are great tools for reducing your mortgage payment and fit

different circumstances for mortgage borrowers. If you’re looking for ways to reduce your monthly

payment give your lender a call to discuss what options may work best for you!

MORTGAGE REFINANCE vs. RECAST
by Tim Phillips, George Mason Mortgage
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FROM THIS TO THAT
 This back porch makeover TAKE 2!!

Listen, I'm a truth teller and the truth
of this blog is that SUMMER 2022 got
the best of me! The GREAT news is
that even more was completed on this
porch than was ready last month so
it's going to be EVEN BETTER than
originally planned! This porch & daddy
hangout makeover is coming to you on
the 15th! You don't want to miss it!
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To All My Buyers this Spring:  To All My Sellers this Spring:

It's About You!

Until next month, friends 

jen
travers

 

 
jen@jennybrockrealty.com

+1 804 833 1951

jb.

Well, the shift is officially happening! In July we
saw the first drop in Median Sales Price that we
had seen since December 2021. It's expected that
you'd see a decrease in sales price in December
but it's NOT typical to see a decrease in median
sales price in July. No, I don't think this means that
home values are falling, I think what it means is
that demand is decreasing as a result of the
interest rates and uncertainty in the economy and
folks are not paying quite the same astronomical
prices that they were previously to win these
contracts. I have been telling my buyer's recently
that we are in a little tricky of a spot. I have helped
both buyers and sellers in the last weeks buy and
sell homes in which the buyers did not have to
fully waive the inspection. Even if we can't ask the
seller to repair anything, an inspection before
closing is always better than no inspection at all
before closing - it allows you to plan for what's
ahead! Yet, there are still buyers out there who
have been on this hunt for months, if not
sometimes over a year, and they are accustomed
to waiving the inspection entirely.  That being said,
we are not in a market yet where inspections are
back to being the norm, but we are smack dab in
the middle of the shift. If there are a couple of
other offers we are competing against, will I know
whether they have waived the inspection in its
entirety? No, not something a listing agent will
often share, but let's discuss my strategies for not
over or under committing.
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Hi, my friends.  Things are STARTING to look a little
different in this column.  The days of 15 offers and
$150,000 over list price are dwindling, if not gone
unless you own a unicorn.  I listed a PRESTINE and
BEAUTIFUL home last weekend in a highly sought-
after neighborhood and we had 7-8 showings all
weekend. Now, that resulted in multiple offers, but
the demand is dwindling and thus your leverage is as
well. I don't tell you this to discourage you, I tell you
this to set the appropriate expectations. For a while it
didn't matter if your home wasn't in top notch shape
because you knew it was going to sell and sell for
more than you dreamed of. On average over the
entire MLS, the average sales price to list price
peaked in May 2022 at 104.5% whereas in July it
declined to 101.9%.  What does this mean for you? It
means the defects (cosmetic or not) you were
hoping to overlook in your home, we should address
before we list or offer a credit to get them addressed
if time does not permit addressing beforehand. It
means pricing your home with a compelling price
and not just a competitive price is imperative. We
cannot price based on the past market, we need to
price your home in accordance with the current
market as demand is setting the tone. In the world of
inventory, you still hold the leverage with just over a
month of inventory on the market - but with these
new interest rates, buyers are skeptical and pickier
and less willing to waive every term on the contract.
Do not despair, we will walk hand in hand with you
through it all but setting the right expectations
before we hit the market is crucial in this new
environment.


